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A NOTE FROM LAWRENCE ENGLISH
Memory Reaches Backwards

I’m unsure when I first came across the
work of Terre Thaemlitz. My best estimate
is sometime in 1997. I have a blurry memory
of reading through an Instinct Records
catalogue, the kind that used to be slipped
into CD jewel cases, from the inside of a Sub
Dub CD. I remember seeing the cover of her
Tranquilizer album and being struck by the
incongruity contained within the image, the
title and the musical promise of Instinct’s
roster at the time, which was exclusively
‘ambient’.
To this day, Tranquilizer, as a musical and
material object, echoes a certain unique
quality of Terre’s work and indeed Terre
herself. Taking the accoutrements of ‘chillout’ and second wave ambient music – a
series of soft pillows, a familiar typography
and even little fluffy clouds – Terre’s design
for the edition’s cover was loaded with an
unease and tension not instantly available
to the casual viewer. It held a restlessness
against cultural tropes and moreover a
disavowal of formalism. Two characteristics
that are still maintained across many of her
works to this day.
Over the next few years, through a
succession of CDs from the Mille Plateaux
label, I was fortunate to experience more
of Terre’s work. With each edition, a
sense of complex investigation was made
further available to the listener. What
was thematically embedded in earlier
works became material, edifying and
arguably volatile through albums such
as Love For Sale – Taking Stock In Our
Pride and Interstices. The intensity of
her interrogations and the clarity of her
propositions became more distinct, striking
a particularly socially grounded chord within
the burgeoning field of queer sound.

In 2003, whilst on tour in Japan, Terre and
I were introduced by our mutual friend
Robin Rimbaud (aka Scanner). I very clearly
recall meeting Terre, she had a certain
directness of presence and generosity of
spirit that I still respect and admire to this
day. It’s arguable the seeds of Reframed
Positions were scattered during this first
meeting. Upon speaking with Terre, it was
clear her ontology was as particular as it was
personal, a reflection of her refusal to accept
the reductive promises of popular queer
positions that were coming into sharper
focus at this time.
I confess, during my late teens and early 20s
my understanding of issues surrounding nonessentialist identity politics, transgenderism
and queer pansexuality were at best
immature, at worst confused. Whilst I
was deeply interested in various cultural
groupings and movements that were directly
in orbit of these ideas – many of which
stemmed from my interests and experiences
with New York underground music and art
scenes (of which performance, and as an
extension the drag scene, was a significant
feature), I had a limited understanding of
the social, political and communal histories
that existed. It was these Terre started to
help me discover. Her offerings in those first
meetings helped me begin to appreciate the
complex, difficult and fraught trajectories
many folks in these communities faced
then, and continue to face today. Over the
course of that first afternoon alone, I had the
opportunity to come to recognise new ways
of understanding some of these issues and,
more importantly, was granted new ways of
framing up questions to interrogate a priori
positions. I had been granted novel tools with
which to cut into essentialism, homogeneity
and reductive cultural norms.

Memory Reaches Backwards
cont.
In June 2004, I invited Terre to visit Australia
and present Lovebomb. In Brisbane, the
piece was presented within the context
of the Queensland Pride Festival. In the
conversation that followed Lovebomb, I
witnessed the indispensable role Terre’s
work plays in reframing and, in many ways,
re-directing broader discourses surrounding
queer themes. Working actively against
the potential confinements and limitations
implicated within “PrideTM” (as Terre
always writes it), the conversation she led
opened up a lasting dialogue among those
in attendance. The issues discussed, and
the perspectives shared, lingered with the
individuals present (myself included) and
subsequently their communities for many
years.
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Reframed Positions is an extensive survey
of Terre’s work over the past three decades.
The title reflects on her interest in developing
work that disavows essentialism, and
pays heed to the criticality of refusing the
absolutism of structural expectations that
dominate day to day social (and political)
engagements. It specifically focuses
attention toward the nexus of Terre’s
interests in activism and research made
manifest through a series of audio-visual
works.
These pieces – Silent Passability (Ride To
The Countryside), Interstices, Lovebomb,
Soulnessless and Deproduction – when
examined collectively, form one of the
most atypical and queered bodies of
contemporary work seeking to unpack
dominate investigations of identity, gender,
and expressions of power (public, private,
familial, institutional and otherwise). These
audio-visual pieces are presented alongside
a series of adjacent visual pieces, and
together they trace out Terre’s rejection

of singular modes of self or identity,
rather displaying what she considers the
inescapable socio-material contradictions
and hypocrisies that continue to mandate
closets, and ideologically invert our sense of
lived experiences.
The exhibition also collects, for the first time,
a series of works that predate Terre’s use
of sound and vision. Exploring her earliest
works, completed whilst studying at Cooper
Union in the late 1980s, this documentation
sheds light onto her site-specific
interventions into public space. Whilst
materially different from the works that
followed, they set out a schematic for how
her interests in testing ideological production
and (mis)readings of cultural reproduction
would develop.
Reframed Positions is not an exhibition of
answers. It is perhaps not even an exhibition
of questions. It rather sits parallel to these
desires. It permits us an opportunity to
reconsider our ways of knowing. Through
this reflexivity, and the lingering quality of the
sounds, texts and images in Terre’s works,
I’d like to believe we are placed to develop
better questions; of ourselves, of each other
and more broadly of our relations with issues
as diverse as labour, sexuality, gender, power,
ideology and ethics.

- Lawrence English, Curator

LIST OF WORKS
GALLERY 1
A : Fuck Art (digital prints, c.1989)
Documentation of corrective graffiti on posters by Art Positive in New York City.
B : Untitled (acrylic on canvas, 1987)
C : Pink Sisters (digital prints, 2012)
Video stills from Soulnessless: Canto IV
D : Happiness is… Choice (ink and white-out on paper, 1989)
Drawing for T-shirt design for March For Women’s Lives demonstration in Washington D.C.
E : Happiness is… Women Loving Women (ink and white-out on paper, 1989)
Drawing for T-shirt design for March For Women’s Lives demonstration in Washington D.C.
———————————————
GALLERY 2
F (Basement) : Soulnessless (video, 2012)
G : Lovebomb (digital prints, 2003)
Left: Springfield, Missouri Lynching
Centre: Om Shin Rin Kyo Tokyo Subway Attack
Right: World Trade Center Attack
H : Deproduction (digital prints, 2017) Video stills
I (Mezzanine) : Unauthorized Installation of Beeping Devices at MOMA
(photographic documentation, 1989)
J : Untitled (Anti-Subliminal Ad Campaign) (silkscreen on posterboard, c.1989)
Unauthorized series of prints replacing official Newport ads in New York subway cars,
editions of 100 each.
K : Silent Passability (Ride to the Countryside) (video, 1997)
———————————————
GALLERY 3
L (Basement) : Deproduction (video, 2017)
M (Mezzanine) : Replicas Rubato (digital print, 1999)
Album cover for Replicas Rubato: Piano Interpretations of Gary Numan Titles
N : Lovebomb (video, 2003-2005)
———————————————
GALLERY 4
O : Interstices (video, 2001)
———————————————

